
INTRO ACTIVITY

HOW TO USE THE JUNIOR 
101 ACTIVITY CARDS

SKILL DEVELOPMENT GAMES

FUN AND 
ENGAGING 
JUNIOR 101 
SESSION

Simply pick an activity from each section to create your Junior 101 session. You can even create a longer 
session by choosing several activites from each section, the choice is yours!

1 intro activity 2 skill development activities 2 games                        =         approx. 50min session

+ + =
THE GAME

Players run around on a court 
or in marked area. The leader 
shouts the names of different 
types of bean to encourage 
movement and the warming  
of muscles.                             

“Broad” = Stand wide/tall  
and stretch out. 
  
“Runner” = Sprint. 
                                        
“French” = Players wiggle their 
arms and say “ooh la la”.        
 
“Jelly” = Shake arms and legs.  
 
“Baked” = Lie down.                                   
 
“Mexican Jumping” = Jump up 
and down.

BEAN GAME

1.1

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Players will understand the reasons for 
warming up: preparing the body physically  
for sport through dynamic movements, 
and mentally by listening to the correct 
instructions.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

AGES 5-11

SAFETY 

Always make sure there is 
enough space for the amount  
of people taking part in the 
warm up. 

THE GAME

Using a target on the wall 
(above waist height) players 
throw and catch the ball. 
Give players points for hitting 
certain targets on  
the wall.

Players who are comfortable 
with rackets can start straight 
away with them.

Alternatively, use hoops as 
targets on the floor for the ball 
to land in rather than hitting 
targets on the wall.

TARGET HIT

2.4

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Children will understand the importance of 
communicating, collaborating and competing with each 
other in sport.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

FURTHER INFO:

AGES 5-16

THE GAME

Using a target on the wall 
(above waist height) players 
throw and catch the ball. 
Give players points for hitting 
certain targets on  
the wall.

Players who are comfortable 
with rackets can start straight 
away with them.

Alternatively, use hoops as 
targets on the floor for the ball 
to land in rather than hitting 
targets on the wall.

TARGET HIT

2.4

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Children will understand the importance of 
communicating, collaborating and competing with each 
other in sport.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

FURTHER INFO:

AGES 5-16
THE GAME

As a team, players hit the ball 
against a wall and try to make 
as many consecutive shots as 
possible in the allocated time.

Players can throw the ball off  
the wall for their team mates 
to catch, use the modified 
equipment or use rackets to  
hit a ball.

Ensure both teams are evenly 
matched. Players should line  
up and take it in turns to play  
a shot.

Players cooperate in their teams 
as they attempt to outscore their 
opponents.

TEAM RALLY CHALLENGE

3.3

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Children will compare their performances and 
demonstrate improvement, while learning the value  
of teamwork.

GAMES

FURTHER INFO:

AGES 5-16

THE GAME

As a team, players hit the ball 
against a wall and try to make 
as many consecutive shots as 
possible in the allocated time.

Players can throw the ball off  
the wall for their team mates 
to catch, use the modified 
equipment or use rackets to  
hit a ball.

Ensure both teams are evenly 
matched. Players should line  
up and take it in turns to play  
a shot.

Players cooperate in their teams 
as they attempt to outscore their 
opponents.

TEAM RALLY CHALLENGE

3.3

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Children will compare their performances and 
demonstrate improvement, while learning the value  
of teamwork.

GAMES

FURTHER INFO:

AGES 5-16

THE GAME

Working in pairs with children 
facing each other, Player 1 is the 
leader and Player 2 is the mirror. 

Player 2 tries to mirror the 
movement of Player 1 whilst 
Player 1 tries to wrong-foot their 
partner by moving quickly from 
side to side and back and forth.

Movements should involve arms 
and legs. Swap positions. 
 
 

MIRRORS

1.2

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

LEARNING OUTCOME

Players will understand the reasons 
for warming up: preparing the body 
physically for sport through dynamic 
movements, and mentally by listening  
to the correct instructions.

AGES 5-11

SAFETY 

Always make sure there is 
enough space for the amount  
of people taking part in the 
warm up. 

THE GAME

In pairs, players support each 
other and stand on one leg; first 
their right leg and then their left. 
Are they balanced? 

Whilst on one leg and balanced, 
each player should lean forward 
and try to touch the floor.

The coach then calls out a part 
of the body. Their partner must 
use this to touch the ground. 

Players must be in a balanced 
position and hold for a minimum 
of five seconds. 

To make it harder, players only 
put the named body part on the 
floor if the coach calls “sticky” 
first. This also tests the players’ 
ability to listen to instructions.

BODY PARTS

1.3

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Players will understand the reasons for warming up: 
preparing the body physically for sport through dynamic 
movements, and mentally by listening to the correct 
instructions.

MAKE IT COMPETITIVE

If players are the last to complete the task, or do the 
wrong action, they are out!

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

SAFETY 

Always make 
sure there is 
enough space 
for the amount  
of people 
taking part in 
the warm up. 

AGES 5-11

THE GAME
 
Players jog around the court  
at various speeds and listen  
to the coach’s commands. 

When the coach shouts ‘stop’ 
players attempt to balance on  
one leg. Make sure players 
balance with their legs apart.

Do the same again but players 
should now lunge and hold the 
stretch before setting off again. 

Repeat as above but vary the 
length of the hold for each 
activity, then encourage players 
to stop in different stances.

STRIKE A POSE

1.5

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Players will understand the reasons for warming up: 
preparing the body physically for sport through dynamic 
movements, and mentally by listening to the correct 
instructions.

MAKE IT HARDER

Increase the pace and introduce a change of direction.  
Also encourage players to hold a racket.

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

AGES 5-11

SAFETY 

Always make 
sure there is 
enough space 
for the amount  
of people 
taking part in 
the warm up.  

THE GAME
Players move around the 
designated area and when the 
coach shouts an instruction they 
perform the associated action. 

“Captain’s Coming” = Stand 
straight, saluting the captain. 

“Climb the Ropes” = Pretend 
to climb a ladder. 

“Clean the Decks” = On knees, 
pretending to clean the ship’s decks.

“Torpedo” = Lie on stomach 
and stretch arms and legs. 

“Submarine” = Lie on back with 
1 leg up in the air. 

“Sharks” = Lie on front or side 
and use 1 arm to make a fin. 

“Lifeboat” = Sit on bottom and 
pretend to row. 

“Cannonball” = Curl up into  
a little ball.

CAPTAIN’S COMING

1.4

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Players will understand the reasons for warming up: 
preparing the body physically for sport through dynamic 
movements, and mentally by listening to the correct 
instructions.

MAKE IT COMPETITIVE

If players are the last to complete the task, or do the 
wrong action, they are out!

INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY

AGES 5-11

GAME OF LIVES

2.6

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Children will compare their performances with previous 
results and aim to achieve their personal best.

THE GAME

All players line up
behind a line with a racket.

Each player has three lives.

The player at the front comes 
forward, plays his/her shot and 
runs to the back of the line.

The second player follows and
keeps the rally going.

If a player successfully plays  
a shot they join the back of  
the line.

If a player misses the shot they 
lose a life, once a player has lost 
all their lives they are out.

The winner is the last player 
remaining.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

FURTHER INFO:

AGES 5-16

ORGANISING THE GAME

Use cones or throw-down lines to split the 
court into four sections. If not on a squash 
court, use throw-down lines to mark out 
playing areas, with two players playing per 
court. Ensure that each court has a suitable 
ball and two rackets.
 
Place a spot in the centre of the defined 
floor area, this acts as the T Zone. 
 

SPIRIT OF THE GAME
 
Players should move to the T Zone  
after each throw. 
 
If players can complete the skill games 
(catching and throwing with ease) can you 
give them some modified equipment and 
get them to try with that?

SAFETY

Always make sure there 
is enough space for the 
amount of people taking 
part in the activity.

OFFICIATING
 
If there are spare players, they can keep 
track of the score.

SKILL LINK
This game encourages and 
improves the accuracy of 
players’ hand-eye coordination 
and develops individual 
competition skills helping 
players achieve personal  
bests. The game also 
encourages numeracy skills.

MAKE IT HARDER 
 
Encourage players to 
think about tactics and 
make their partner  
work harder. Can they 
use the whole area by 
using the corners more?
 
Add some modified 
equipment to make it 
more difficult.
 
Create a competition to 
see which pair scores the 
most points. Start again 
at zero if the ball goes 
out of the court or has 
two bounces.

MAKE IT EASIER 
 
Allow players two 
bounces before  
they have to catch 
the ball.

ORGANISING THE GAME

Create two lines for players to hit the
ball from and to. These lines should be  
4m apart.
 
Ensure pairs have one ball and a racket each.
 
Challenge players to be accurate but still 
complete the game as quickly as possible.

SAFETY

Always make sure there is enough space 
for the amount of people taking part in  
the activity.
 
Be cautious about hitting the court floor 
with the racket.

SKILL LINK
This game encourages and 
improves the accuracy of 
players’ hand-eye coordination 
and develops teamwork skills. 
The game also uses basic 
numeracy skills and develops 
racket control.

MAKE IT EASIER 
 
Encourage players 
to use the modified 
equipment or roll 
the ball if they 
cannot complete  
it with a racket.
 
Have fewer passes 
to complete.

MAKE IT HARDER 
 
Players can also push the 
ball on the backhand. 
 
Hit the ball to each other 
with one or two bounces in 
between the players. 
 
Move winning pairs up and 
down the line to make it 
competitive.

SPIRIT OF THE GAME
 
If players can’t complete 
the game with a racket,  
give them modified 
equipment or let them  
roll the ball.

THE GAME

Players are set up in pairs. 

Player 1 rolls the ball away from 
Player 2.

Player 2 then has to trap the  
ball with a cone. 
 
Swap roles after a player has 
trapped the ball a certain 
number of times.

CAT & MOUSE

2.3

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Players will play competitive games and improve 
teamwork skills whilst demonstrating improvement to 
achieve their personal best. They will develop agility, 
balance and coordination skills.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

FURTHER INFO:

AGES 5-11

SAFETY

Wherever possible, players should be 
wearing goggles when hitting against the 
wall with a racket. Always make sure there 
is enough space for the amount of people 
taking part in the activity.
 
All fielders should stand behind the short 
line until the ball has been hit.

SPIRIT OF THE GAME
 
Think tactically and 
encourage players to put 
the ball in places where 
fielders aren’t standing.

SKILL LINK
This game encourages 
and improves the 
accuracy of players’  
hand-eye coordination 
and develops teamwork 
and tactics.

ORGANISING THE GAME

If you are off court create a service box 
facing the main wall.
 
You will also need to place a cone  
2m form the front wall to act at the T Zone. 
Then add a cone 5m behind the T Zone for 
players to run around to score runs.
 
The Batter is out if:

- The ball bounces twice before they hit it. 
- It is hit it out of court. 
-  The ball is caught by fielders before it 

touches the floor.
 
Teams change when all batters are out. 
The winning team is the team who scores 
the most runs.

OFFICIATING
 
Encourage one person from each team to 
act as the scorer.

MAKE IT EASIER 
 
Add modified 
equipment to make 
it easier.

THE GAME

There are two teams:
Batters and Fielders.

Player 1 from the fielding team 
bowls the ball underarm from 
the service box to hit the front 
wall above the service line.

Player 1 from the batting team 
starts on the T Zone and hits the 
bowled ball anywhere onto the 
front wall, runs to the back wall 
and returns to the T Zone.  
If successful, one run is scored.

Fielders return the ball to  
the bowler/coach as quickly  
as possible, as the ball can  
be bowled again as soon as  
the bowler returns to the  
service box.

SQUICKET

3.2

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Children will understand the importance of 
communicating, collaborating and competing with each 
other in sport. They will develop throwing, catching and 
striking skills.

GAMES

FURTHER INFO:

AGES 5-16

ORGANISING THE GAME

If not on a squash court, use throw-down 
lines to mark out enough playing areas, 
with two players playing per court. Ensure 
that each court has a suitable ball and two 
rackets. 
 
Serve from one half of the court into the 
other hitting the ball against the wall 
above waist height (on court it must be 
above the middle red line. Dependent on 
ability, explain service box rules.)
 
Play for a set time or to the best  
of five games, each game being the first 
to 11 points. If the score is 10-all, then the 
first person to go two points clear wins.
 
The ball can bounce once on the floor  
or can be volleyed.

SAFETY

Wherever possible, players should be 
wearing goggles when hitting against the 
wall with a racket. Always make sure there 
is enough space for the amount of people 
taking part in the activity.s
 
If, in attempting a shot, a player could risk 
hitting their opponent with the racket or 
ball, stop and play the rally again. This is 
known as a ‘let’. Ensure the players know 
this rule.

SKILL LINK
Assess your opponent:  
Which shots do they  
struggle to return?  
How can you play to  
ensure you win the point?

OFFICIATING 
 
You can encourage players to rotate as 
officials and scorers for each match.

SPIRIT OF THE GAME
 
Encourage the movement 
from and back to the  
T Zone after each shot.
 
Think tactically and 
encourage players to hit 
the ball away from their 
opponent into space.
 
Serve above waist height  
or play normal service rules 
if on a squash court.

MAKE IT EASIER 
 
Use a softer ball.

MAKE IT HARDER 
 
Use a harder ball.

THE GAME

Players should play in groups  
of four or five against each other 
in a box league.

The matches can be timed or  
to a certain score (e.g. 5, 7 or 11)

N.B – A full game of squash 
scores every point to 11 or two 
clear points after 11.  
(e.g. 12-10, 13-11 etc.)

BOX LEAGUES

3.6

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Children will understand 
the importance of 
communicating, 
collaborating and 
competing with each 
other in sport. 

GAMES

Name 1 2 3 4 Total pts Pos

1

2

3

4

FURTHER INFO:

AGES 5-16



THE ACTIVITY

Teams of equal numbers
compete against each other by
passing the ball from racket to
racket in their line, with the aim
of reaching the other side of the
hall, or a marked point. 

The ball starts at the front of the
line and is passed backwards
until it reaches the last player.
The last player then runs to the
front of the line with the ball so
the ‘Caterpillar’ keeps moving
forwards. The player that has 
just run to the front then passes 
the ball backwards and the 
process is repeated. 

If the ball is dropped, players
quickly pick it up & continue. 

The first team to reach the other
side of the hall, or cross the
marked point is the winner.

CATERPILLARS

2.8

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

AGES 5-11

FURTHER INFO:

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Players take part in competitive games to improve 
teamwork skills whilst demonstrating improvement 
to achieve their personal best. They will develop 
communication and coordination skills.



ORGANISING THE ACTIVITY

Split players into teams of equal numbers.
Mark a start point and an end point – 
this could be done with throw down lines,
cones or just the hall itself.

Players have one racket each and one ball
per team.

Each team lines up one behind another 
behind the start line. 

The ball is passed from player to player
by rolling the ball from one racket onto
another.

After passing the ball, the last player runs
to the front of the line to keep the
‘Caterpillar’ moving.

The first team to reach the end point,
or do the highest number of passes wins. 

MAKE IT EASIER

Use a different size 
ball or let players 
use their hands 
and pass the ball to 
each other. 

MAKE IT HARDER

The last player runs
with the ball balanced
on their racket to the
front of the line and
restarts the ‘Caterpillar’
by passing the ball
backwards as before.

Progress the game
having each player
complete a challenge
before passing the ball.

e.g Bounce the ball 
5 times on the racket, or 
sit down and stand up with 
the ball balanced on the 
racket.

SPIRIT OF THE GAME

Encourage players to 
shake hands with the 
opposition team at the end 
of the activity.

Recognise and reward
honesty and fair play.

OFFICIATING

If you have an odd 
number of players, 
select one person to act 
as the official. 

SAFETY

Always make sure there 
is enough space for the 
number of people taking 
part in the activity.  



THE ACTIVITY

Teams of equal sizes compete in a 
variety of different relay activities.
Place a racket on the floor by
the front wall. Player 1 walks
carrying a ball, places it on the
racket and walks back to the
end of the line. Player 2 then
walks to the front wall, picks up
the ball, walks back and passes
the ball to Player 3 etc. This can
also be completed by running. 

Alternative relays

●	 Players walk or run to the  
 front wall balancing the ball on  
 their racket. 

●	 Players walk or run to the front
 wall, bounce the ball 4 times
 on their racket & run back. 

●	 Players can continuously
 bounce the ball on their racket
 as they move towards the  
 front wall.

RACKET RELAYS

2.9

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

AGES 5-11

FURTHER INFO:

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Players take part in competitive games to improve 
teamwork skills whilst demonstrating improvement 
to achieve their personal best. They will develop 
communication and coordination skills.



S�I�L ���K
This activity will enhance 
players’ racket skills 
and encourage them to 
understand how to use the 
racket appropriately. 

SAFETY

Always make sure there 
is enough space for the 
number of people taking 
part in the activity. If 
obstacles are introduced, 
make sure they are not 
dangerous or trip hazards.

ORGANISING THE ACTIVITY

Split players into teams of equal numbers. 
Give each team one racket and one ball.
Use throw down lines to mark the 
designated playing area.

Players take it in turns to finish the relay 
activity suggested. The first team to have 
all players finished & sat down wins. 

MAKE IT HARDER

Add a number of 
obstacles to the 
route that players 
need to navigate 
around. 

Add a set amount 
of racket bounces 
or straight volleys at 
the end of the relay. 

MAKE IT COMPETITIVE

The first team to complete
the relay is the winner.

SPIRIT OF THE GAME

Encourage players from each team to 
shake hands at the end of the activity. 

Recognise and reward fair play and effort.
highest score.

OFFICIATING

If you have an odd number of players, 
select one person to act as the official.



THE ACTIVITY

Players work in 3’s and
designate one feeder, one
hitter and one counter. 

The feeder throws the ball
against the wall, then moves
out of the way while the hitter
hits the ball against the same
wall. Ideally the hitter should be
hitting the ball so that the
feeder can catch it. 

The counter keeps track of how
many times this is completed in
an allotted time period. 

Swap round twice so each
player does each of the 3 roles.

FEEDER & HITTER

2.10

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

AGES 5-16

FURTHER INFO:

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Players will learn the importance of communicating,
collaborating and competing with each other in sport.
They will develop throwing, catching and striking skills.



ORGANISING THE ACTIVITY

Put players into groups of three. 

One player is the feeder, 

One player is the hitter, 

One player is the counter. 

Over a set time period, the counter keeps 
count of how many times the hitter hits the 
ball to the feeder.  

Progress the activity by trying to get the 
hitter to hit it back towards the feeder and 
the feeder to catch it. 

MAKE IT HARDER

Allow the feeder to 
use a racket as well 
and suggest areas to 
play the ball into. 

MAKE IT COMPETITVE

The player or team that 
completes the highest 
number of successful 
shots wins.

MAKE IT EASIER

If players can’t 
complete the activity 
with a racket they 
can use modified 
equipment or use 
their hands as 
rackets.

SAFETY

Always make sure there is enough space 
for the number of people taking part in 
the activity. 

S�I�L ���K
This activity encourages 
perception and striking 
skills, it will encourage 
players to use an open 
racket face close to the wall. 

It will help players develop 
accuracy and weight of shot. 



THE ACTIVITY

Players play cooperatively 
against a wall and score points 
for returning to the T-Zone. 

Players play a shot against the 
wall and then touch the T-Zone 
with their foot. 

Each time a player places their 
foot on the T-Zone they score  
a point. 

T-ZONE

2.11

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

AGES 5-16

FURTHER INFO:

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Players can compare their performance with previous
efforts and observe improvements to achieve their
personal best. 

Movement back to the T-Zone is a key tactic in squash.



ORGANISING THE ACTIVITY

Use throw down lines or cones to create
enough courts for the number of players.

Use cones or spots to clearly define the 
T-Zone on a squash court.

Encourage players to play cooperatively,
moving to the T-Zone after each shot,
scoring points for their partnership.

MAKE IT EASIER

Increase the amount
of bounces allowed
as part of the rally.
If players struggle to
rally, use throwing
and catching.

MAKE IT COMPETITIVE

Players score points for
moving to the T-Zone,
but get double points if
they hit a winning shot
AND move to the T-Zone.

MAKE IT HARDER

Progress onto a 
different ball or move 
the T-Zone further back. 

SPIRIT OF THE GAME

Encourage players to
shake hands after each
match. Recognise and
reward players that
encourage their
teammates.

OFFICIATING

You can put players in groups of three 
and have a scorer.

SAFETY

Always make sure there is enough space
for the number of people taking part in 
the activity. Be careful of players slipping 
on cones.

S�I�L ���K
This activity encourages 
players to move around 
the court efficiently. 
Moving back to the T-Zone 
is a fundamental part of 
squash movement.



THE ACTIVITY

Individually, players should 
complete the solo skill circuit 
identified in ‘Organising The 
Activity’. 

Players should move around the 
circuit after two minutes at each 
station (one minute practice and 
one minute competition). 

SOLO RALLIES   
RACKET, BALL & HAND CONTROL (1)

2.12

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

AGES 5-16

FURTHER INFO:

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Players can compare their performance with previous
efforts and observe improvements to achieve their
personal best. 

This activity also encourages numeracy skills.



ORGANISING THE ACTIVITY

Provide players with enough space for 6 
stations (each station can be set up twice 
to accommodate a large playing group).

Station 1 – Bounce the ball on the floor 
using a racket.
Station 2 – Backhand tap ups with racket 
(back of hand facing up when hitting ball).
Station 3 – Forehand tap ups with ½ spin 
of the racket (back of hand facing down 
when hitting ball).
Station 4 – Backhand throw (with player’s 
spare hand), hit, catch.
Station 5 – Forehand volley, changing 
hand position each shot.
Station 6 – Forehand throw (with player’s 
spare hand), hit, catch.

After 2 minutes move to the next activity.

MAKE IT EASIER

Change the ball 
or if players can’t 
complete the 
activity with a racket 
they can use their 
hands as rackets.

MAKE IT COMPETITIVE

Create a competition to
see which player scores
the most points in a
specific amount of time.

SPIRIT OF THE GAME

Encourage players to 
concentrate during the 
one minute practice to 
get the technique of each 
shot correct, the skills 
developed here are 
needed in the full game.

OFFICIATING

Players could work in pairs 
and count their partner’s 
score. 

SAFETY

Always make sure there 
is enough space for the 
number of people taking 
part in the activity.   

S�I�L ���K
This game encourages 
and improves the accuracy 
of a player’s hand eye 
coordination whilst 
developing individual 
competition skills.  



THE ACTIVITY

In pairs, each player should
complete the solo skill circuit
identified in ‘Organising
The Activity’. 

Pairs should move on to the
next activity after each player
has had a chance to practice
and compete (e.g. one minute
practice and one minute
competition). 

Because these activities are
progressive, it is best for each
pair to do the activities in
order, 1 through to 4.

SOLO RALLIES   
VOLLEYS

2.13

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

AGES 5-16

FURTHER INFO:

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Players can compare their performance with previous
efforts and observe improvements to achieve their
personal best. 

This activity also encourages numeracy skills.



ORGANISING THE ACTIVITY

Provide players with enough space for one 
‘court’ per pair, use throw down lines to 
mark off each court (multiple courts will be 
needed to accommodate a large group).

Station 1. Player 1 throws the ball 
underarm to player 2 who volleys the 
ball with the racket back to player 2 who 
catches it. Give players 1 minute each for 
this activity.
Station 2. As above but players throw the 
ball to themselves with their spare hand, 
forehand volley the ball back to themselves 
and catch the ball.
Station 3. As above but backhand.
Station 4. Alternate forehand and 
backhand volleys with or without a catch 
(depending on the level of each player).

After each player has recorded a score, 
move on to the next activity.

MAKE IT EASIER

Change the ball 
or if players can’t 
complete the 
activity with a racket 
they can use their 
hands as rackets.

MAKE IT COMPETITIVE

Create a competition to
see which player scores
the most points in a
specific amount of time.

SPIRIT OF THE GAME

Encourage players to 
concentrate during the 
one minute practice to 
get the technique of 
each shot correct, the 
skills developed here are 
needed in the full game. 
Players within a pair should 
support each other whilst 
competing to get the 
highest score.

OFFICIATING

Players work in pairs and
count their partner’s score.

SAFETY

Always make sure there 
is enough space for the 
number of people taking 
part in the activity.   

S�I�L ���K
This game improves 
players’ hand eye 
coordination whilst 
developing individual 
competition skills.  



THE ACTIVITY

Players can throw the ball off
the wall for their partner to
catch, or both can use rackets to
rally together. 

Players should play
cooperatively trying to score as
many shots per rally as possible.

PAIR RALLIES  
COOPERATIVE

2.14

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

AGES 5-16

FURTHER INFO:

LEARNING OUTCOME 

Players can compare their performance with previous
efforts and observe improvements to achieve their
personal best. 

This activity also encourages numeracy skills.



ORGANISING THE ACTIVITY

Set up enough courts with wall space for 
the size of group you have. 

Split players into pairs and encourage 
them to work together. 

Time the rallies and see how many 
continuous shots each pair can complete. 
If they make a mistake, they should start 
again from zero. 

If using rackets, encourage players to try 
different shots including backhand and 
forehand. 

MAKE IT EASIER

Change the ball 
or if players can’t 
complete the 
activity with a 
racket they can use 
modified equipment 
or use their hands 
as rackets.

MAKE IT COMPETITVE

Create a competition to 
see which players can 
score the most points in 
a set amount of time. 

SPIRIT OF THE GAME

Encourage players to 
concentrate on their 
technique and on making 
it easy for their partner to 
return the ball. 

SAFETY

Always make sure there 
is enough space for the 
number of people taking 
part in the activity.  

S�I�L ���K
This game improves players’ 
hand eye coordination whilst 
developing teamwork skills.  




